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Cognitive flexibility is known to depend on the striatum. However, the striatum does not act in isolation to bias cognitive flexibility. In
particular, cognitive flexibility also implicates the frontal cortex. Here we tested the hypothesis that the human frontal cortex controls
cognitive flexibility by regulating striatal function via topographically specific frontostriatal connections. To this end, we exploited a
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) protocol over frontal cortex that is known to increase dopamine release in the
striatum. This intervention was combined with functional magnetic resonance imaging to determine the functional and topographic
specificity of its consequences at the whole brain level. Participants were scanned both before and after off-line TMS while performing a
cognitive switching task that is known to depend on a specific striatal substructure, the putamen. Frontal stimulation perturbed task-
specific functional signals in the putamen, while reducing fronto-striatal functional connectivity. There were no such effects of TMS over
the medial parietal cortex. These data strengthen the hypothesis that cognitive flexibility involves topographic frontal control of striatal
function.

Introduction
The human striatum is increasingly recognized to be important
for higher cognitive functions, in particular “cognitive flexibil-
ity,” the ability to update behavioral goals in response to changing
contextual demands (Cools et al., 2004, 2006). However, the
striatum does not function alone; it interacts with the frontal
cortex. This is consistent with the fact that these two regions are
strongly interconnected via functionally and anatomically rela-
tively segregated topographic loops (Alexander et al., 1986). Here
we aimed to assess whether cognitive flexibility, and associated
striatal functional signals, are controlled by the frontal cortex.

To this end, we used an off-line repetitive transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (TMS) protocol known to increase dopamine
release in the striatum. Using [ 11C]raclopride positron emission
tomography (PET), Strafella et al. (2001, 2003) showed that cor-
tical stimulation altered striatal dopamine release in a manner

restricted by cortico-striatal circuit structure. Stimulation over
primary motor cortex increased dopamine release in anatomi-
cally connected regions of the putamen (Strafella et al., 2003),
while dorsolateral prefrontal cortex stimulation increased dopa-
mine release focally in the caudate nucleus (Strafella et al., 2001).
This TMS-induced dopamine release was observed while subjects
were at rest, in the absence of any psychological task.

The functional importance of striatal dopamine for cognitive
flexibility is supported by psychopharmacological and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, which have revealed
that cognitive switching and associated striatal activity (Rogers et
al., 2000; Leber et al., 2008) are sensitive to dopaminergic drug
administration (Mehta et al., 2004; Cools et al., 2007) and poly-
morphisms in dopamine genes (Aarts et al., 2010; Stelzel et al.,
2010). Furthermore, dopaminergic manipulations modulate
functional connectivity between the striatum and frontal cortex
(Nagano-Saito et al., 2008; Wallace et al., 2011).

Previous work suggests that the putamen is critical for cogni-
tive switching between concrete stimulus exemplars, but not be-
tween abstract rules that have no direct instantiation in the motor
or sensory domain. When healthy volunteers switched between
concrete stimuli, but not abstract rules, fMRI signal in the puta-
men was increased (Cools et al., 2004). Further, patients with
focal putamen lesions were selectively impaired during stimulus
switching but not rule switching (Cools et al., 2006).

Here we aimed to test the hypothesis that cognitive flexibility
involves topographic frontal control of striatal function. If the
frontal cortex has a causal role in cognitive flexibility by con-
trolling striatal function, then the functional impact of frontal
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stimulation should be particularly pro-
nounced when subjects are in a cognitive
state that depends critically on putamen
signaling (O’Shea et al., 2007a).

Subjects performed a cognitive switch-
ing task during fMRI (Cools et al., 2004),
both before and after TMS. We predicted
that TMS over primary motor cortex, but
not medial parietal cortex, would alter
functional signal in the putamen, specifi-
cally, when subjects switched between
stimuli (but not between abstract rules). If
the expected change in putamen func-
tional signal is indeed a direct conse-
quence of motor cortex stimulation, then
this should be reflected in a TMS-induced
change in task-specific functional connec-
tivity between these regions.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Twenty-nine right-handed healthy
volunteers participated in this study. Data
from one subject were excluded because the
scan had to be aborted during the critical pe-
riod immediately after the TMS. Fourteen sub-
jects received TMS over the left primary motor
cortex (M1) (9 female; mean age 24.4, SD 3.1)
and 14 subjects received TMS over the medial
parietal cortex (POz; 60% of the vertex-inion
distance) (8 female; mean age 23.1, SD 3.0).
One subject in the control group mistakenly
received TMS over PPOz (30% of the vertex-
inion distance). Analyses performed with and
without this subject yielded the same results.

The study was approved by the Central Ox-
ford Research Ethics Committee (07/Q1606/1)
and was conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. Exclusion criteria
were personal or family history of neurological
or psychiatric disorder, cardiovascular disease,
regular use of medication or recreational
drugs, heavy smoking, claustrophobia, or
metal parts in the body. All subjects gave writ-
ten informed consent and were compensated for their participation.

Procedure. Subjects were invited to spend on average 4 h at the Uni-
versity of Oxford Centre for Clinical Magnetic Resonance Research at the
John Radcliffe Hospital. After extensive practice on the experimental
paradigm they underwent two fMRI scans, one pre-TMS scan and one
post-TMS scan, in counterbalanced order (M1 group: 7 subjects received
TMS first; control group: 7 subjects received TMS first) (Fig. 1 A). The
average delay between the last TMS pulse and the first experimental trial
of the post-TMS fMRI scan was 3 min 44 s for the M1 group (SEM 8.5 s;
range 3 min 14 s to 5 min) and 3 min 38 s for the control group (SEM
7.6 s; range 2 min 29 s to 4 min 20 s). For subjects who received TMS first,
the minimum (washout) delay between the end of TMS and the start of
the second (baseline, so-called “pre-TMS” scan) fMRI scan was 70 min.
During both fMRI scans, subjects performed four runs of the behavioral
paradigm (described below), which lasted �30 min. For one subject in
the control group only two runs were obtained during the pre-TMS
session, so data analysis was performed on these two sessions.

Behavioral paradigm. On each trial, the same two abstract colored
patterns were presented simultaneously (left–right location randomized)
(Fig. 1 B), and subjects were required to choose one of the two patterns on
each trial. Responses were made according to one of two response rules
using the index and middle finger of the right hand on a button box. The
patterns were presented within and at the same time as either blue or
yellow stimulus windows. If the windows were yellow, subjects were

required to choose the same stimulus as on the previous trial (i.e., the
target stimulus remained the same). If the windows were blue, subjects
were required to choose the pattern that they did not choose on the
previous trial (i.e., they switched responding from target stimulus A to
target stimulus B). The design allowed us to separate four trial types: (1)
non-switch trials on which both the task rule and the target stimulus were
the same as on the previous trial (i.e., yellow trials after yellow trials), (2)
stimulus-switch trials on which the task rule remained the same but the
target stimulus switched (i.e., blue trials after blue trials), (3) rule-switch
trials on which the target stimulus remained the same but the task rule
switched (i.e., yellow trials after blue trials), and (4) stimulus/rule-switch
trials on which both the task rule and the target stimulus were different
from the previous trial (i.e., blue trials after yellow trials) (Fig. 1 B). Each
subject performed four runs of 114 trials (6.3 min per run), and stimuli
were presented in a pseudorandom fixed order so that (1) rule switching
was unpredictable (the probability of a rule switch was 0.5 on each trial),
(2) the number of stimulus-repetition and stimulus-switching trials was
matched within each block, and (3) response repetition was approxi-
mately matched across the four trial types. Stimuli and cue windows were
presented for 2000 ms or until a response was made. If a response was not
made within 2000 ms, a “too late” message was presented. Feedback,
consisting of a green smiley face for correct responses or a red sad face for
incorrect responses, was presented immediately after the response. The
feedback faces were presented centrally between the two stimuli for

Figure 1. A, We used a between-subjects design such that one group of subjects (n � 14) received TMS over the primary motor
cortex, and one group of subjects (n � 14) received TMS over the medial parietal cortex. Subjects were scanned before and after
TMS. Importantly, the order of the pre- and post-TMS scans was counterbalanced within groups. B, On each trial the same two
abstract patterns were presented within a pair of colored stimulus cue windows. The yellow (solid) stimulus windows cued
participants to choose the same pattern as on the previous trial (match rule), while the blue (dotted) stimulus windows cued
participants to respond to the other pattern (non-match rule). This design allowed us to separate four trial types: (1) trials on which
both the task rule and the target stimulus were the same as on the previous trial (non-switch trials), (2) trials on which the task rule
remained the same but the target stimulus switched (stimulus-switch trials), (3) trials on which the target stimulus remained the
same but the task rule was different from the previous trial (rule-switch trials), and (4) trials on which both the task rule and the
target stimulus were different from the previous trial (stimulus/rule-switch trials). The white arrows indicate the correct response
(not shown to subjects).
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500 ms, during which the stimuli also remained on the screen. After
feedback, the stimuli were removed, and the face was replaced by a fixa-
tion cross for a variable interval so that the overall interstimulus interval
was 3.32 ms, enabling desynchronization from the repetition time (of
1600 ms) and sufficient sampling across the hemodynamic response
function.

Upon arrival each subject performed four practice blocks to ensure
subjects understood the task and to minimize test–retest effects during
the two following experimental sessions. The task was programmed in
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, and stimuli were presented using a beamer
and projected onto a mirror in the MR scanner.

TMS. This was delivered via a biphasic Magstim SuperRapid machine
(Magstim Company) through a 70 mm figure-of-eight coil held tangen-
tial to the skull and fixed in position using a mechanical arm. Stimulation
intensity was determined for each individual with reference to the hand
motor “hotspot,” the optimal scalp position overlying the left primary
motor cortex (M1) at which the lowest intensity single-pulse TMS
evoked a just noticeable twitch from the relaxed first dorsal inter-osseous
muscle of the right hand. Stimulation was applied at 90% of the resting
motor threshold, and defined as the lowest TMS intensity to elicit motor-
evoked potentials of � 50 �V amplitude on 5 of 10 consecutive trials. The
resting motor threshold was measured for each individual on a different
day before the fMRI session. In the same session we confirmed for each
individual that a train of the repetitive stimulation protocol at this sub-
threshold intensity did not elicit motor-evoked potentials. Mean stimu-
lation intensities were 48.3% (SD � 6.6) of maximum stimulator output
for our cortical area of interest, M1, and 50% (SD � 11.4) for the control
region, medial parietal cortex.

Medial parietal cortex (60% of the vertex-inion distance, area POz
according to the International 10 –20 electrode system) was chosen as a
control region. In common with other TMS/fMRI studies (O’Shea et al.,
2007a), we selected a cortical region that is not a critical node in the
functional network controlling the function of interest, cognitive flexi-
bility. Hence, the data for this region control for any general non-specific
effects of repetitive brain stimulation and for non-specific connectional
spread of stimulation from cortex to striatum. Over M1, the TMS coil
handle was oriented posterior-anterior at �45° from the mid-sagittal
axis, inducing latero-medial current flow in the brain. Over medial pari-
etal cortex, the coil was oriented perpendicular to the floor.

Motor-evoked potentials were recorded using silver chloride surface
electrodes in a tendon-belly montage. Electromyographic responses were
sampled, amplified, and filtered using a CED 1902 amplifier, a CED 1401
analog-to-digital converter, and a Pentium 4 computer running Signal
(version 2.14) software (Cambridge Electronic Design). The sampling
rate was 5 kHz and signals were notch filtered at 50 Hz and bandpass
filtered between 10 and 1000 Hz.

The repetitive TMS protocol was identical to that previously shown to
induce focal dopamine release in the striatum (Strafella et al., 2001, 2003,
2005). Three blocks of TMS were delivered 10 min apart. Each block
consisted of fifteen 10-pulse trains of 1 s duration (i.e., 10 Hz) with an
intertrain interval of 10 s. Stimulation was performed in the MRI control
room, immediately adjacent to the scanner room.

Image acquisition. Whole-brain imaging was performed on a 3 T MR
scanner (Magnetom Trio TIM; Siemens Medical Systems). Four runs of
250 T2*-weighted echo-planar images were obtained using a gradient-
echo echo-planar scanning sequence (25 axial-oblique slices, repetition
time � 1600 ms, echo time � 28 ms, slice thickness � 4 mm, interslice
gap � 1 mm, descending slice acquisition, field-of-view � 224 mm, flip
angle � 80°). Visual stimuli were projected on a screen and were viewed
through a mirror attached to the head coil. In addition, a high-resolution
T1-weighted MP-RAGE anatomical scan was obtained from each subject
(192 sagittal slices, repetition time � 2300 ms, echo time � 3.03 ms,
voxel size � 1.0 � 1.0 � 1.0 mm, field-of-view � 256 mm).

Image analysis. Univariate data analysis was performed using SPM5
(Statistical Parametric Mapping; Wellcome Trust Centre for Cognitive
NeuroImaging, London). The first 12 functional scans of each dataset
were discarded to avoid T1 equilibrium effects. The first task trial began
immediately after that. Anatomical images were spatially coregistered to
the mean of the functional images and normalized using a unified seg-

mentation approach. Preprocessing procedures for functional images
included within-subject realignment, spike removal, spatial normaliza-
tion using the same transformation matrix as estimated from the ana-
tomical images, and spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 10 mm
full-width at half-maximum.

In a general linear model (GLM) we included four regressors of inter-
est: (1) non-switch trials, (2) stimulus-switch trials, (3) rule-switch trials,
and (4) combined stimulus/rule-switch trials. The first trial in each
block, error trials (including omissions and premature responses), and
trials immediately after such error trials were not included in the model.
The six realignment parameters were modeled as regressors of no inter-
est. All paradigm-related regressors were modeled as delta functions at
the onset of the stimulus (which co-occurred with the onset of the cue)
and were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function
including time derivatives. Time series were high-pass filtered (128 s).
The parameter estimate, derived from the mean least-squares fit of the
model to the data, reflects the strength of covariance between the data
and the canonical response function for a given condition.

We predicted that TMS would modulate blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) signal on trials requiring switching between stimuli.
Hence, we defined a “stimulus switching” contrast that was used for all
analyses. This stimulus switching condition was defined as the contrast
between stimulus-switch and stimulus/rule-switch trials versus rule-
switch and non-switch trials. Contrast images for “stimulus switching”
were calculated separately at the subject level for each fMRI session (pre-
and post-TMS). Next, these contrast images were tested in a random
effects second-level factorial design with the factors TMS Time (pre-TMS
vs post-TMS) and TMS Site (M1 vs medial parietal cortex). This allowed
us to assess all of the following within a single statistical model: (1) main
effect of Task (“stimulus switching network”), (2) Task � TMS Site �
TMS Time interaction, and (3) Task � TMS Time interactions separately
for each of the two TMS sites.

The main effect of Task, collapsed across TMS Site and TMS Time
conditions, was tested and displayed at a threshold of p � 0.05 familywise
error (FWE) corrected for the whole brain ( pFWE).

We predicted that M1 TMS would modulate activity in the putamen in
a task-specific manner. Since stimulation was delivered over the left M1,
we expected the effect to be particularly strong in the left putamen. To
investigate this hypothesis, we generated a functionally defined putamen
volume of interest (VOI), based on an a priori expected pattern of puta-
men activity in the main task condition (BOLD increase during stimulus
switching; data collapsed across subjects, TMS Site, and TMS Time). The
VOI was centered on an activation cluster in the left anterior putamen
[MNI coordinates: peak, (�20, 6, 2); cluster size, 412 voxels]. VOI defi-
nition and data extraction were done using MarsBaR (Brett et al., 2002).

TMS effects in the putamen were assessed at the cluster level, corrected
for multiple comparisons in our small search volume (VOI) [i.e. small
volume corrected (svc)] ( psvc � 0.05). The height threshold at the voxel
level was set at p � 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons.

In additional analyses we assessed TMS effects in all task-activated
regions using MarsBaR; p values were divided by the number of regions
tested to correct for multiple comparisons.

Figures were displayed using MRIcroN (Rorden et al., 2007). Statisti-
cal parametric maps were superimposed on a skull-stripped template in
standard MNI space.

Psychophysiological interaction analysis. Functional connectivity was
assessed using psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis (Friston et
al., 1997). PPI works under the assumption that the degree to which the
BOLD signal in one area can predict the BOLD signal in another corre-
sponds to the degree of influence that the first region has on the second
region. In order words, it tests whether region A shows higher or lower
connectivity with region B, during condition C, compared with condi-
tion D. The PPI analysis was used to test whether this relationship was
changed by TMS. Time series were extracted for each individual partici-
pant from a seed voxel in the left putamen that showed significant BOLD
signal for the stimulus switching contrast (i.e., main effect of “Task” at
p � 0.05 FWE corrected for the whole brain). Because the exact locations
of activation maxima varied across subjects, we localized the peak voxel
in the putamen for each individual according to the constraints that it (1)
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exceeded a threshold of p � 0.05 (uncor-
rected) for the specified contrast and (2) was
within 10 mm of the group maximum [MNI
coordinates (�20, 6, 2)] for the stimulus
switching contrast. For datasets in which no
significant voxels were found using these
constraints (4 of the 14 pre-TMS sessions
and 6 of the 14 post-TMS sessions), the
threshold was lowered to p � 0.5 (uncor-
rected). Once the peak voxel was located for
each individual subject, time series data
were averaged across a 3 mm spherical VOI
centered on that voxel. More specifically, re-
gional time series were summarized by com-
puting the first eigenvector across all
suprathreshold voxels ( p � 0.05 or p � 0.5
uncorrected) within 3 mm of this peak
voxel. The deconvolved time series were
then multiplied by a vector coding for the
experimental condition of interest (stimulus
switching) to obtain the PPI regressor.

On the subject level, we included the PPI
regressor in a GLM, together with regressors
modeling the experimental conditions and
the extracted time series. This allowed us to
assess functional connectivity between the
seed and all other voxels in the brain over
and above shared functional activation and
task-independent correlations in BOLD sig-
nal between the seed and other regions.
These regressors were convolved with a ca-
nonical hemodynamic response function
and high-pass filtered (128 s). In addition, the six realignment parame-
ters were modeled. The PPI analysis was performed separately for each
fMRI session (pre- and post-TMS). The PPI maps from the pre- and
post-TMS sessions were brought to the second level in a paired sample t
test. We predicted that TMS would change functional connectivity be-
tween the putamen and the stimulated left M1. For the M1 hand area, we
defined a 6 mm spherical VOI around the MNI coordinates (�32, �21,
69) based on our previous work (O’Shea et al., 2007b).

TMS effects were assessed at the cluster level, corrected for multiple
comparisons in our small search volume (VOI) ( psvc � 0.05) or the
whole brain ( p � 0.05). The height threshold at the voxel level was set at
p � 0.005 uncorrected for multiple comparisons. Note that although this
voxel threshold is quite liberal, statistical inferences were done after cor-
rection for multiple comparisons in our volume of interest.

Behavioral analysis. The first trial in each block, incorrect trials, trials
on which subjects did not respond within the maximum of 2000 ms
(omissions), premature responses (�300 ms), and trials after errors and
omissions (to avoid potential bias across trial types in the reaction time
data owing to potentially differential rates of “post-error slowing”) (Rab-
bitt, 1966) were excluded from reaction time analyses. All 28 subjects
performed well on the task, and individual percentage errors and omis-
sions did not differ between the two experimental groups (M1, mean
8.2%; medial parietal cortex, mean 7.7%). Data were analyzed using
repeated-measures ANOVA (SPSS) with Greenhouse-Geisser correction
where appropriate. In line with the fMRI analyses, we performed
repeated-measures ANOVA with one between-subject factor (TMS Site:
M1 vs medial parietal cortex) and two within-subject factors (Task:
stimulus-switch and stimulus/rule-switch trials vs rule-switch and non-
switch trials; TMS: pre-TMS vs post-TMS) and tested for a three-way
interaction.

Results
Main effect of stimulus switching
Based on previous work (Cools et al., 2004, 2006), we focused
hypothesis-driven analyses on trials that required switching be-
tween stimuli (i.e., stimulus-switch and stimulus/rule-switch tri-

als vs rule-switch and non-switch trials). First, to identify the
network activated by stimulus switching, we assessed the main
effect across the whole group (data pooled across pre- and post-
TMS conditions and TMS site). Consistent with our prior study
(Cools et al., 2004), BOLD signal was increased in the anterior
putamen, when subjects switched between stimuli. Regions that
showed a similar increase during stimulus switching included the
supplementary motor area, inferior frontal cortex, thalamus, in-
ferior parietal cortex, and visual regions (Fig. 2; Table 1).

Effect of TMS on task-specific BOLD signal in the putamen
To test the hypothesis that TMS over the left M1, but not the
medial parietal cortex, would modulate BOLD signal in the left
putamen, we focused analyses on the cluster in the left putamen
that showed a main effect of stimulus switching (Fig. 2). In this
region, we found, as predicted, a significant three-way interaction

Table 1. Clusters showing a main effect of stimulus switching at 0.05 FWE corrected

Region Cluster size

Local maximum
Cluster statistics
T value

M1 TMS effect
p valuex y z

Putamen left 412 �20 6 2 7.49 0.004
Putamen right 97 22 14 �6 6.09 0.009
Premotor left/ACC 2802 �8 12 46 11.31 n.s.
Occipital cortex 6400 �6 �84 2 11.00 0.026
Premotor right 173 26 �2 48 7.35 n.s.
Parietal cortex left 1383 �28 �50 42 7.05 n.s.
Thalamus right 51 12 �4 �8 6.09 n.s.
Thalamus left 22 �16 �16 0 5.85 n.s.
Parietal cortex right 16 26 �50 36 5.68 n.s.
Occipital cortex left 19 �38 �58 �14 5.67 n.s.
Inferior frontal cortex left 7 �40 26 24 5.56 n.s.
Occipital cortex right 2 22 �86 22 5.30 n.s.
Thalamus/pallidum right 1 14 4 �10 5.26 n.s.

The last column shows effects of M1 TMS, as revealed by a supplementary VOI analysis for each of these clusters. The
p values for these supplementary analyses are corrected for multiple comparisons.

Figure 2. Task network for stimulus switching. Main effect on BOLD signal during trial types that required switching between
stimuli (stimulus-switch and stimulus/rule-switch) relative to trial types that did not require switching between stimuli (rule-switch
and non-switch), with data pooled across TMS Time (pre-TMS vs post-TMS) and TMS Site (M1 vs medial parietal cortex). A cluster in the
left putamen was defined as a volume of interest (indicated by arrows). Bar indicates t values, and figure is thresholded for a t value of
5.22, corresponding to a p value of 0.05 FWE corrected for multiple comparisons.
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between Task (stimulus-switch and stimulus/rule-switch vs rule-
switch and non-switch trials), TMS Time (pre- vs post-TMS),
and TMS Site (M1 vs medial parietal cortex) [cluster 1: peak
voxel, (�18, 8, 2), F � 14.09, psvc � 0.020; cluster 2: peak voxel,
(�16, 8, �4), F � 12.53, psvc � 0.034] (Fig. 3A). This confirmed
that TMS induced a significantly different effect on functional
activity in the anterior putamen depending on where the stimu-
lation was applied. To further explore this interaction, we as-
sessed Task � TMS Time interactions separately in each TMS Site
group. As predicted, we found that M1 TMS significantly
changed putamen BOLD signal [cluster 1: peak voxel, (�16, 8,
�6), F � 28.14, psvc � 0.0005; cluster 2: peak voxel, (�20, 0, 10),
F � 12.72, psvc � 0.032; cluster 3: peak voxel, (�24, 2, 10), F �
12.17, psvc � 0.038], but TMS at the control site did not (Fig.
3B,C).

Effect of TMS on task-specific BOLD signal in other regions
To test the regional selectivity of the M1 TMS effect we assessed TMS
Time � Task interactions in all clusters that showed a main effect of
Task (Fig. 2; Table 1). After correction for multiple comparisons, we
found an effect of TMS in three regions. One of these regions was the
left putamen, as described above. In addition we found an effect in
the right putamen and in an occipital cluster (Table 1).

TMS reduced task-specific connectivity between the motor
cortex and the anterior putamen
Next we assessed whether the effect of M1 TMS on switch-related
BOLD signal in the anterior putamen was accompanied by

changes in functional connectivity be-
tween M1 and the anterior putamen.
Functional connectivity was assessed via
PPI analyses, contrasting pre-TMS versus
post-TMS data from the left putamen
seed region with the stimulus switching
contrast as the task regressor. Random-
effects analysis with multiple comparison
correction (SVC in the a priori defined
M1; whole-brain correction elsewhere)
revealed that M1 TMS reduced switch-
related connectivity between the left puta-
men and left M1, adjacent to the motor
hand knob, which was the target for TMS
(Yousry et al., 1997) [peak voxel, (�32,
�26, 66), t � 3.20, psvc � 0.031] (Fig. 4).
No other effects were found at the whole-
brain level. The exact same analysis was
performed on the data from the control
group who received TMS over the medial
parietal cortex. No effects were found.

Hence, TMS over M1 reduced switch-related functional con-
nectivity between the putamen and M1.

Effect of TMS on behavior
The overall pattern of task performance replicated our previous
studies (Cools et al., 2004, 2006), so it is not reported in detail
here. Just as for fMRI signal, we expected that TMS would alter
task performance and predicted a three-way interaction of
Task � TMS Site � TMS Time on error rates or reaction times.
There was no effect of TMS on reaction time. In the error rate
data, the three-way interaction did not reach significance (p �
0.1). Rather, analyses revealed a generalized reduction in perfor-
mance accuracy specifically after M1 stimulation, regardless of
trial type. Error rate analyses showed a significant interaction
between TMS Site and TMS Time (F(1,26) � 6.84, p � 0.015).
Separate analyses by group revealed that accuracy changed only
after M1 stimulation (effect of TMS Time: F(1,13) � 8.76, p �
0.011). After M1 TMS, there was a generalized increase in error
rates that was not specific to any trial type (no Task � TMS Time
interaction: F(1,13) � 2.89, p � 0.1). There was no main effect or
interaction when TMS was applied over the medial parietal cor-
tex. We also tested for a significant correlation between the be-
havioral and neural effects of TMS, but there was no relationship
that survived correction for multiple comparisons.

Discussion
This study confirmed the hypothesis that striatal functional sig-
nals associated with cognitive switching are under topographic
frontal cortical control. Frontal but not medial parietal cortex
TMS attenuated cognitive switch-related signal selectively in the
putamen. The effect was anatomically constrained: a focal re-
duction in putamen activity was accompanied by weakened
cortico-striatal functional connectivity. Hence, the induced
signal changes were specific to the anatomical loop connecting
the cortical stimulation target and its topographically con-
nected striatal substructure. In addition, the TMS effect was
functionally specific, expressed only on trials that are known
to depend critically on the putamen. TMS suppressed BOLD
signal only on trials that required subjects to switch between
concrete stimuli, with no effect on trials where subjects had to
switch between abstract rules. Hence, frontal interference dis-

Figure 3. Stimulation induced a task-specific reduction in striatal activity during stimulus switching. A, The statistical paramet-
ric maps were masked by the main effect of stimulus switching (thresholded at p � 0.001 uncorrected). The 3-way interaction of
TMS Site (M1 vs medial parietal cortex) � TMS Time (pre-TMS vs post-TMS) � Task revealed a significant effect in the putamen.
TMS had a different effect on BOLD signal in the putamen during stimulus switching depending on whether stimulation was
applied to M1 or medial parietal cortex. B, This interaction was driven by a significant effect of M1 TMS, and no significant effect of
TMS over the medial parietal cortex (not displayed). Bar indicates t values and figures are thresholded for a t value of 3.25
corresponding to a p value of 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons. C, Bar graphs (representing parameter estimates
extracted from the peak voxel of the 3-way interaction [MNI coordinates: (�18, 8, 2)] (cluster shown in A)) showing that TMS over
M1, but not the medial parietal cortex, decreased BOLD signal in the anterior putamen during stimulus switching.

Figure 4. TMS reduced switch-related functional connectivity between the motor cortex
and putamen. TMS over left M1 reduced functional connectivity between the left putamen and
left M1. Bar indicates t values and figure is thresholded for a t value of 3.01 corresponding to a p
value of 0.005 uncorrected for multiple comparisons.
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rupted fronto-striatal connectivity in a functionally and topo-
graphically specific way.

These findings extend the work of Strafella et al. (2001,
2003) in an important way. Those authors observed that fron-
tal stimulation induced focal striatal dopamine release. How-
ever, the functional consequences were not addressed. Here,
for the first time, we demonstrate the functional consequences
of this intervention by using a task designed to specifically
assay putamen-dependent cognitive functioning. Frontal
TMS perturbed putamen signal selectively on trials in which
subjects were required to switch between concrete stimuli.
This task has been previously shown to activate the putamen
(Cools et al., 2004) and to be impaired by focal putamen le-
sions (Cools et al., 2004, 2006). As predicted, stimulation had
no effect on brain activity during trials in which subjects had
to switch between abstract rules, a task that is not striatum-
dependent. Hence, the effect of TMS varied as a function of
participants’ cognitive state, arising only on trials that im-
posed a cognitive demand for which the putamen is function-
ally specialized. Hence, the stimulation effects were not a
simple consequence of passive connectional spread; rather,
their trial-by-trial expression was cognitive state dependent.

The TMS effects were also anatomically specific to the stim-
ulation site: no such effects were observed when stimulation
was applied over the medial parietal cortex. Hence, the results
cannot be explained by some general, non-specific effect of
cortical stimulation. The region in the putamen that was mod-
ulated by TMS is remarkably close to the region found in the
previous neurochemical study (Strafella et al., 2003), and is
known to receive anatomical projections from the hand area
of M1 (Takada et al., 1998). To test whether the changes in
putamen BOLD signal were indeed a direct effect of M1 stim-
ulation, we performed functional connectivity analysis. In
support of this hypothesis, stimulation weakened functional
interaction between the anterior putamen and the stimulated
M1 in a task-specific manner.

The topographic specificity of the TMS-induced functional
changes concurs with and extends the focal neurochemical find-
ings of Strafella et al. (2001, 2003). In those studies, focal in-
creases in striatal dopamine varied by cortical stimulation site:
M1 TMS selectively affected the putamen, while dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex TMS affected the caudate nucleus. Hence, dopa-
mine release was altered specifically in the subregion of the
striatum known to receive most of its projections from the frontal
area that was stimulated. The topographical specificity of those
neurochemical data, combined with the present pattern of func-
tional activation changes, indicate that the connectional spread of
stimulation was constrained by the known anatomical pattern of
relatively segregated fronto-striatal-thalamic loops (Alexander et
al., 1986; Kelly and Strick, 2004).

To determine the regional specificity of the observed TMS
effects, supplementary analysis was conducted on functionally
defined VOIs derived from the main task contrast. In addition to
the predicted effect in the left putamen, M1 TMS also modulated
BOLD signal significantly in the right putamen and the occipital
cortex (Table 1). Such distributed effects of cortical stimulation
are a typical finding in the TMS-fMRI literature (e.g., O’Shea et
al., 2007a; Sack et al., 2007; Ruff et al., 2008). Indeed, given that
TMS attenuated functional signal in the putamen, a structure
known to have a key role in stimulus switching, it would be
surprising if there were no accompanying changes in the ac-
tivity of functionally interconnected regions within the stim-
ulus switching network (Fig. 2). The right putamen effect

likely reflects interhemispheric connections, either at the level
of the putamen or the motor cortex (Künzle, 1975). The effect
on occipital cortex might reflect indirect downstream conse-
quences of the perturbation of striatal BOLD signal. Consis-
tent with this, in a previous study we showed that activity in
the basal ganglia can influence visual processing by modulat-
ing fronto-posterior connections (van Schouwenburg et al.,
2010). Importantly, there were no observed effects in somato-
sensory regions, such as posterior thalamus or primary so-
matosensory cortex, ruling out a role for somatosensory
feedback in driving the observed results.

In a previous [ 11C]raclopride PET study, continuous theta
burst stimulation (cTBS) to left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
was shown to reduce striatal dopamine release and impair per-
formance on a Wisconsin Card Sort task involving set shifting
between higher order abstract rules (Ko et al., 2008). Notably,
unlike the effects of the current TMS protocol, the impact of cTBS
in that study was neither topographically specific nor restricted to
a specific subregion of the striatum. Reductions in dopamine
release were observed in both the caudate nucleus and putamen.
In addition, that study did not include a task control, so the
functional specificity of the effects could not be determined. The
difference in topographical specificity between the results of Ko et
al. (2008) and the present findings might reflect differences in the
TMS protocol (cTBS vs 10 Hz TMS), imaging duration (60 min
acquisition time for PET), or cognitive state. In any case, the
present study is the first to demonstrate the feasibility of using
cortical TMS to modulate subcortical function in a topographi-
cally specific manner. The question of whether the current TMS
protocol applied to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex would selec-
tively perturb rule-switching but not stimulus-switching func-
tions should be addressed in future work.

The exact same TMS protocol used in the current study was
previously shown to increase dopamine release in the putamen
(Strafella et al., 2001, 2003, 2005). The idea that the present func-
tional effects of TMS may be dopamine dependent concurs with
evidence that cognitive switching is sensitive to dopaminergic
drug manipulations and polymorphisms in dopamine genes
(Cools et al., 2001, 2003; Mehta et al., 2004; Aarts et al., 2010;
Stelzel et al., 2010). Hence, we hypothesize that the observed TMS
effects on functional striatal signal are caused by modulation of
striatal dopamine transmission. This remains to be tested, how-
ever, since the dopamine findings were observed at rest, in the
absence of any psychological task, while the present functional
results were shown to be cognitive state dependent. This causal
dopamine hypothesis could be directly tested in future experi-
ments by assessing whether the TMS-induced functional effects
are blocked following pretreatment with sulpiride, a dopamine
receptor antagonist that blocks striatal dopamine transmission
(van Holstein et al., 2011). The finding that M1 TMS decreased
BOLD signal in the putamen might at first seem surprising, given
that this protocol is known to increase dopamine release, at least
when subjects are at rest. However, it is established that there is an
optimal level of dopamine transmission for cognitive function,
with either too much or too little dopamine impairing cognitive
performance (Arnsten, 1998; Cools and Robbins, 2004; Cools
and D’Esposito, 2011). Accordingly, one might speculate that the
observed decrease in putamen signal reflects a detrimental
“overdose”-like effect caused by a TMS-induced abnormal in-
crease in dopamine release. Contrary to predictions, however,
this task-specific perturbation of functional signals was not ac-
companied by a task-specific behavioral interference effect.
Rather, TMS degraded accuracy across all trial types. This may
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reflect an impact of TMS on the directly stimulated motor and adja-
cent premotor cortices, which play important roles in arbitrary
stimulus-response selection and execution (O’Shea et al., 2007a,b).

The topographic specificity of the current results suggests that it
is possible to manipulate cognitive functions associated within dis-
tinct cortico-striatal circuits by means of noninvasive transcranial
stimulation. The present study targeted the putamen-motor cortical
loop and provides the first proof-of-principle demonstration. It is an
empirical question whether other loops can be modulated as effec-
tively. If so, then this approach could have interesting therapeutic
potential. For example, in Parkinson’s disease, where patients suffer
motor and cognitive deficits caused by dopamine loss in the basal
ganglia, dopamine agonists can restore motor and some forms of
cognitive control. However, these drugs are systemic and lack spec-
ificity, such that improvements in some functions are accompanied
by impairment of other functions associated with other cortico-
striatal loops that are overdosed by dopaminergic drugs (Cools,
2006). Hence, a noninvasive intervention, such as the current
TMS protocol, is of in-principle theoretical interest, since it
demonstrates the feasibility of intervening selectively to alter
functioning within a specific cortico-striatal circuit without
unwanted side effects in adjacent loops.

In summary, the present study confirmed the hypothesis that
striatal functional signals associated with cognitive flexibility are
under topographic frontal cortical control. Cortical TMS can be
used to manipulate subcortical cognitive functions in a function-
ally and topographically specific manner.
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